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Crafting feathers skyrim

» Sun May 27, 2012 11:12 Ars Metallica - Smithing Enhancement Crafting system is one of Skyrim's better features, but for thieves and archers, there is little need for the system. Light armor is dead easy to come up with in already finished forms, but arrows can sometimes be scarce in the types you might want. Lockpicks have been
known to be somewhat scarce too, but are relatively basic to construct. Ars Metallica aims to fill in some of the basic questions I had with the crafting system by doing the following: Allow archers to forge their own arrows out of the various ore materials, wood and feathers. Indirectly, it makes something useful to chop wood too. Allow
thieves to make their own lockpicks out of iron or steel. Give skill advancement for the use of the smelter to melt down ore. After all, it's just as important as knowing how to shape it when refined. Give skill advancement for the use of tanning rack to make leather. It's far more important in my mind than the skill progress from using leather
to doing things. Provide a small amount of skill advancement from mining the ore even out of ore veins. Allow to melt down existing pieces of armor and some root items in the ingots, then you can then use these ingots to make missing pieces of a set if you like. Allow members of factions to forge equipment to suit their guild. Thieves can
make guildpans. Assassins can make Brotherhood armor. Legionnaires can do Imperial armor, and so on.Downloads RequirementsInstallationOfficial Skyrim patch 1.5.26 or above. Installation - Wrye Bash BAINDrop archive in your Skyrim Mods\Bash Installers folder, then install as usual. Make sure the mod is active in the Wrye Bash
mods tab. Installation - Steam WorkshopSubsubs for mod via workshop page, then use skyrim launcher to enable to download and install. Make sure it's active on the Data Files menu. Installation - Nexus Mod ManagerUse the Download with Manager button on the Ars Metallica page on Skyrim Nexus. Setup must take care of things from
there. Then just make sure the NMM has mod enabled. Installation - ManualDrop the Ars Metallica.esp and Ars Metallica.bsa files in your Data folder. Activate mod using whatever control tool suits you. UnRemove the files from the Data folder. Steam users must be sure that they unsubscribe first. Known IssuesSilver swords and
greatswords can be forged, but they show up under the MISC category in UI. This seems to be hardcoded behavior that cannot be mod which changes the base smelter smelter or the base tanning rack object is incompatible. Any mod that changes the recipes for vanilla barren formulas will be incompatible. Any mod add items to
chickens, or change pheasants, will be incompatible without Wrye Bash. Heather Dawson Post: 3348Joined: Sun October 15, 2006 04:14 » Man May 28, 2012 1:37 Sounds very good, thank you! Krystina Proietti Post: 3388Joined: Sat Dec 23, 2006 9:02 » Man May 28, 2012 12:16 am I thought the chickens thing was a joke, but I assume
it's for feathers? I assume this doesn't affect perks? just recipes/skill exp. Becky Palmer Post: 3387Joined: Wed Oct 04, 2006 4:43 » Sun May 27, 2012 08:04 Hey Arthmoor, looks like you've made another nice against A few ideas/suggestions: 1.) Is it possible to construct Ebony or dragon leg lockkspic? Imagine a stronger lockpick
element that basically gives you a fortifying lockpicking effect when you use these expensive but more durable lockpicks. The fortification would simply simulate a lockpick that doesn't break so easily.2.) I wonder if you could change some animals to leave a hide that should. Like goats should always leave a hiding, but they only do
occasionally. Seems like there are others too that don't leave hides, but I don't remember. Horkers, mammoths, etc.3.) How about a constructable torch made of firewood and the old bedding you find in dungeons? ILy- Forver Posts: 3459Joined: Sun Feb 04, 2007 03:18 » Sun 27 May 2012 6:55 I like these features a lot. I'm planning to
play a new thief/archer, and it sounds like these changes may be right up that character's alley. I saw it not mentioned here, but did you change the rate at which Smithing levels? Now I can't speak for others, but I felt that Smithing leveled too quickly in vanilla. And as you add new ways to level Smithing I'm guessing it would probably be a
good idea for me to combine your courage with a mod that slows it down a bit. At least congratulations on your new courage! Riky Carrasco Post: 3429Joined: Tues Nov 06, 2007 12:17 » Sun 27 May 2012 6:05 Thank you, Arth! Jason Wolf Posts: 3390Joined: Sun Jun 17, 2007 07:30 » Man 28 May 2012 04:23 Sounds great. I love, love
the idea of being able to melt existing armor down. But I use Complete Crafting Overhaul so I can guess these will conflict? Ashley Campos Posts: 3415Joined: Fri Sep 22, 2006 9:03pm »Sun May 27, 2012 10:45 compatibilityAny mod which alters the base smelter object or the base tanning object rack is incompatible. Any mod that
changes the recipes for vanilla barren formulas will be incompatible. Any mod add elements to chickens, or change pheasants, will be incompatible without Wrye Bash.So this will be incompatible with these mods? Devin Sluis Post: Post: Ons. October 24, 2007 04:22 »Man May 28, 2012 04:57 Cool. I'll give it a shot soon. One thing that
drives me nuts from the vanilla game is how easy it is to cheese forging – just spamming Iron Daggers/Leather stuff gets you skill ups like crazy. Do you have any plans to solve these kinds of questions in this mod? Kelsey Hall Posts: 3355Joined: Sat Dec 16, 2006 08:10 » Sun May 27, 2012 11:36 I thought the chickens thing was a joke,
but I assume it's for feathers? I assume this doesn't affect perks? just recipes/skill exp. Yep, they're a source of feathers. Hopefully you won't always have to kill a bunch of chickens either as the feathers have been labeled as selling items too. Correct. Don't affect perks, just recipes and make melts and tanning rack contribute to forging
skill.1.) Is it possible to construct Ebony or dragon leg lockpicks? Imagine a stronger lockpick element that basically gives you a fortifying lockpicking effect when you use these expensive but more durable lockpicks. Fortifying would simply simulate a lockpick, which does not break so easily. Not sure if that's even possible, but not a bad
idea.2.) I wonder if you could change some animals to leave a hide that should. Like goats should always leave a hiding, but they only do occasionally. Seems like there are others too that don't leave hides, but I don't remember. Horkers, mammoths, etc. I'm pretty sure I've always seen the goat hiding on dead goats, deer hiding on dead
deer etc. I'm not sure about mammoths. Whatever thought it is beyond what I want to do with this mod anyway. The chicken and pheasant remove was of necessity as the other sources are so much harder to get by.3.) How about a constructable torch made of firewood and the old bedding you find in dungeons? Certainly doable. I saw it
not mentioned here, but did you change the rate at which Smithing levels? Now I can't speak for others, but I felt that Smithing leveled too quickly in vanilla. And as you add new ways to level Smithing I'm guessing it would probably be a good idea for me to combine your courage with a mod that slows it down a bit. Patch 1.5 slows things
down quite a bit on its own, which was part of the motivating factor behind opening the smelter and tanning racks to contribute to skill. If it ends too quickly, yes, you will want to use something along with slowing the advancement rate. Elys' Uncapper offers ways to adjust it, among other things. So this would be incompatible with these
mods? them make changes to the requirements of what you can make a vanilla bar out of, yes. They don't mention touching melts and tanning racks, so I don't know if it Cool. I'll give it a shot soon. One thing that there my nuts from the vanilla game is how easy it is to cheese forging – just spamming Iron Daggers/Leather stuff you get skill
ups like crazy. Do you have any plans to solve these kinds of questions in this mod? No, no plans. Patch 1.5 took care of the cheese factor and annoyed me to no end when my orc couldn't promote skill the way everyone kept saying was possible. I don't think adding smelters and tanning racks to skill is particularly unbalanced the way
things are now. It is still not possible to spam advance from 0 to 60 with iron stuff, which is what I understood people did. YO MAma Post: 3321Joined: Tor Dec 21, 2006 08:24 » Man May 28, 2012 02:29 spamming Iron Daggers/Leather stuff do you get skill ups like crazyDidn't patch 1.5 make up with it? EDIT: Ninja'd Jade Barnes-Mackey
Post: 3418Joined: Thu Jul 13, 2006 07:29 » Sun 27 May 2012 04:42 Shows how much I pay attention. Thanks for the clarification. Great courage as always, Arthmoor. bimsy Post: 3541Joined: Wed Oct 11, 2006 03:04 » Sun May 27, 2012 9:14 Sounds really good Arthmoor, I'll DL it later and give it a spin. I really want a mod that allows
me to break things down again. I know there were that others against Meltdown or something, but I heard there were some bad mistakes with it. Any chance of being able to salvage some of the leather or leather strips that went into items? Zoe Ratcliffe Post: 3370Joined: Man Feb 19, 2007 12:45 » Man 28 May 2012 05:13 Swinging back
this way a second. I have previously commented that torches were doable. That was before I tried. They can't go through. Light sources do not appear at all on the forge menu. They don't have keyword slots either so there is no way to force the problem. Leather and furs are one-way consumables. They are not subject to saluaging.
Moreover, the game does not allow for multiple products of a single forging operation. So you would end up having to abandon the bar to get on leather instead, and that would mean having to create a whole new set of recipes to allow it. So I think it's going to have to be good enough that you get back some ingots from salvage jobs.
Sarah Bishop Post: 3387Joined: Wed Oct 04, 2006 9:59 » Man May 28, 2012 03:33 I have previously commented that torches were doable. That was before I tried. They can't go through. Light sources do not appear at all on the forge menu. They don't have keyword slots either so there is no way to force the problem. How about crafting
a scripted misc element that automatically replaces itself with a real torch in the container/actor it's added to? Sophie Louise Edge Posts: 3461Joined: Sat October 21, 2006 07:09 »Sun 27 May 2012 10:24 I previously commented that torches were doable. That was before I tried. They can't go through. Light sources do not appear at all on
the forge menu. They have not slots either so there is no way to force the problem. Not sure if helpful, but Chesko's Frostfall has torches craftable, sort of. You get a power with survival skills that brings a menu of items to crafts such as torches, tents, etc. Given that it's actually designed, but not via the smithing menu of course, I suspect
there may be a possible way. Could always check in with him atleast and see how he did it. Gavin Roberts Post: 3335Joined: Fri Jun 08, 2007 08:14 »Mon May 28, 2012 02:42 Behold, that's why this community is so great. A few approaches to the presented problem and some fresh caffeine in me and there you go Auto-swap a fake torch
item for the real thing should do the job nicely. Louise Lowe Posts: 3262Joined: Fri Jul 28, 2006 9:08am » Mon May 28, 2012 12:47 am so I see you've found some cool modding projects to work on while Bethesda takes their sweet time with the Navmesh bug. Great courage, Arthmoor! I especially like being able to recycle found armor
and junk that I would otherwise get a few gold pieces if sold to suppliers. Do you want to make it possible to retrieve Daedra hearts from Daedric armor? I saw that at another courage and thought it was strange and unrealistic to say the least. Seems like the heart would be irrevocably destroyed by the process of forging armor. Of course
we're talking realism in a fantasy game here. I also like to be able to design specific types of arrows, although I get tons of steel and old Nordic trash arrows just from looting All from time to time. It would be a good opportunity to be able to smell arrow (head) s down to get a barr for each, I dunno, say 20 arrows or so, or whatever amount
is that you use for crafting them. Tanya Parra Posts: 3435Joined: Fri Jul 28, 2006 5:15 » Sun May 27, 2012 02:48 You can already smell arrows down to get ingots back from arrowheads. Melting metal requires everything according to metal perks you have to forge these elements with. Tiff Clark Post: 3297Joined: Wed Aug 09, 2006
02:23 » Sun May 27, 2012 9:39 Auto-swapping a fake torch item for the real thing should do work nicely. Yep, that's how I solved it. But I also had to duplicate the base torch. NIF and rename it and point the fake miscellaneous item on this new mesh. Otherwise, when the script added the torch to the player's inventory, it would result in
looking good, maybe one of these days I will actually have time to play the game and try it! Tracking it on Nexus for now. Sanctum Posts: 3524Joined: Sun Aug 20, 2006 08:29 » Sun 27 May 2012 11:37 Huh. Odd. I don't have those problems. But I think I will be on the side of caution and mask rename on the fake torches anyway, as this
model still show up in crafting crafting this is the script I linked to fakes: Scriptname ARTH_ES_FakeTorchScript expands ObjectReference {Looks stupid, yes? Smithing can't make light sources. So a hackish solution was needed.} Light Property Torch01 Auto MiscObject Property FakeTorch AutoEvent OnContainerChanged(
ObjectReference akNewContainer, ObjectReference akOldContainer ) Utility.Wait(0.25) Game.GetPlayer(). RemoveItem( FakeTorch, 10, absilent = true ) Game.GetPlayer(). AddItem( Torch01, 10, absilent = true )EndEventSince I add them in batches of 10, this works flawlessly. Candy Posts: 3339Joined: Tue Jun 13, 2006 03:26 » Man
May 28, 2012 04:26 Yep, it will do so. Joey Bel Post: 3487Joined: Sun Jan 07, 2007 9:44 » Sun May 27, 2012 8:10 Version 1.0.1* Added ingredient and animal part keywords for chicken and pheasant feathers to hopefully make them easier to acquire.* Added recipe to make Companion Wolf Armor. Requires Advanced Armors perk.*
Added recipe to make Thieves Guildmaster Armor. Requires improved versions of the regular Thieves Guild Armor and Advanced Armors perk.* Added keywords to the two new feather types to get them to show up in more stores as items for sale.* Added a recipe to make torches out of firewood and linen wraps. Euan Posts: 3376Joined:
Man May 14, 2007 03:34 » Man May 28, 2012 12:47 * Added recipe for making Thieves Guildmaster Armor. Requires improved versions of the regular Thieves Guild Armor and Advanced Armors perk. Really great idea! Kerri Lee Post: 3404Joined: Sun Feb 25, 2007 9:37 » Sun May 27, 2012 1:15 What about jewelry meltdown for their
pearls? A few of these melting mods had this function. Would be useful for early game pickpocket/theft when you can't fence thieves. Didn't see anything about this so I apologize if it's been done/dismissed! Roy Harris Post: 3463Joined: Tues Sep 11, 2007 08:58 Back to The Tee - Skyrim Skyrim
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